Institutional Distinctiveness
The vision of the institution focused on acquisition of knowledge, Ethical and development of
human resources in the direction of universal happiness and brotherhood. The vision of
institution shall be achieved through the mission like:
* To provide quality education through academic, cultural and physical activities.
* To prepare talented youth as responsible and national citizens for effective participation in
all areas of development.
To achieve those missions, the institution has provided local effort in following areas.
Curriculum friendly learning: CBCS system has been introduced since 2014, Syllabus is
provided by the University. The Academic committee looks into the matter for the
implementation of the system.
Teaching Learning Process: Classes are conducted regularly by adopting innovative
approaches like collaborative learning, co-operative learning, simulated teaching,
brainstorming and group discussion. Field trips and study tours are conducted by the institution.
Oral part of the internal assessment is being assessed by group discussion and seminar
method.

ICT enabled classrooms and Smart classes are a big asset of the institutions. Remedial classes
are conducted regularly for disadvantaged students, pectoral classes are organised for
mentoring student progress.
Career Counseling Programme: During the time of admission the admission committee
thrusts on career counseling for students.
Activities of extension services : N.S.S and N.C.C Unit of institution have organised
varieties of activities like Blood donation camp, plantation programme, Campus cleaning, mass
rally etc. which promotes values like Co-operation, socialization, environmental protection and
preservation & team spirit.
Communal Harmony : Milad Mehfil organized by the Muslim students which is promoted
by Hindu students. A large number of students participate wholeheartedly. Saraswati Puja
organized by the Hindu students which becomes a successful event with the active participation
of Muslim students. Thus, occasions help to create an environment of communal harmony
among the students and sets an example in the locality by the institution.

